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Introduction: To date, the role of standard asthma care in reducing asthma-related health services use (HSU) during the COVID-19 pandemic 
remains unclear. This study examined the impact of guideline-based asthma treatment on the use of asthma-related emergency department (ED) 
visits, polyclinic visits (total visits and urgent visits characterized by nebuliser use) before and during the pandemic.
Methods: Data from April 2017 to October 2020 was obtained from the National University Health System, one of the three 
healthcare clusters in Singapore. Using generalized linear models, we estimated the joint effects of the ratio of preventer to reliever 
dispensations (PRR) and COVID-19 on asthma-related ED visits per hospital per month, total asthma-related polyclinic visits and 
asthma-related urgent polyclinic visits per clinic per month.
Results: Findings show that before the onset of COVID-19, for every 0.5 unit increase in PRR, the number of asthma-related ED 
visits and urgent polyclinic visits decreased by 12.9% (95% CI: −13.0% to −12.9%) and 6.8% (95% CI: −6.9% to –6.7%), respectively, 
whereas total asthma-related polyclinic visits increased by 1.0% (95% CI: 0.9% to 1.0%). During the pandemic, a 0.5 unit increase of 
PRR decreased the number of asthma-related ED visits, urgent and total polyclinic visits by 16.9% (95% CI: −17.0% to – 16.9%), 
9.3% (95% CI: −9.5% to −9.2%) and 0.7% (95% CI: −0.8% to −0.7%), respectively.
Discussion: These findings suggest that regardless of the COVID-19 pandemic, an increase in PRR consistently reduced the 
frequency of asthma-related urgent and emergent care, although it barely influenced routine asthma follow-up visits.

Plain Language Summary: In order to understand how guideline-based asthma management affects asthma-related health services 
use during the COVID-19 pandemic, in this study, we examined the pattern and impact of asthma medication utilisation (ie, the ratio of 
preventer to reliever dispensations) on asthma-related total polyclinic visits, urgent polyclinic visits and emergency department visits, 
and compared such effects before and during COVID-19 outbreak. 

We found a significant reduction in reliever medication dispensations and asthma-related total polyclinic visits, urgent polyclinic 
visits and emergency department visits in Singapore during the COVID-19 pandemic, as compared to the pre-pandemic period. We 
also observed a rapid increase in the ratio of preventer to reliever dispensations in Singapore since early 2019 which accelerated during 
the COVID-19 pandemic. Our finding suggests that this increase could be associated with a significant reduction in asthma-related 
urgent and emergent care. This effect persisted both before and during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

These current findings suggest that guideline-based asthma management, which can be delivered through primary care and self-care, 
is able to reduce asthma-related urgent care even in a global pandemic with restrained healthcare resources. 
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Introduction
In 2019, asthma affected 252 million people worldwide, and it is the most prevalent chronic disease among children,1 

with 11.6% of 6–7-year-old children and 13.7% of 13–14-year-old children suffering from wheezes between 2001 and 
2003.2 Over the years, there has been a global increase in the burden of asthma with respect to prevalence, morbidity and 
costs.3 In Singapore, 20% of children and 5% of adults suffer from asthma.4 Asthma is the second largest contributor to 
the chronic respiratory disease burden in Singapore,5 incurring SGD$2.09 billion (US$1.50 billion) of economic burden 
annually.6

The cornerstone of asthma management is to achieve symptom control.7 Asthma can be controlled with the use of 
preventer medication, ie, inhaled corticosteroids (ICS) alone or in combination with long-acting beta-agonist (LABA), 
while reliever medications such as the short-acting beta-agonists (SABA) are used on an as-needed basis.7 In April 2019, 
GINA undertook a fundamental change in its asthma guidelines stipulating that all adults and adolescents with asthma 
should no longer be treated with SABA alone; rather, they should receive either symptom-driven treatment with ICS- 
formoterol (in mild asthma) or daily ICS-containing treatment.8 In Singapore, patients presenting to primary care clinics 
(ie, polyclinics) and emergency departments (ED) with an acute asthma exacerbation are commonly treated with 
nebulisations.9 The use of nebulisations during asthma attendance is indicative of urgent care, as it serves to deliver high- 
dose reliever medication quickly and efficiently10 typically to patients experiencing severe asthma attacks.

In recent years, there has been a paradigm shift in asthma management from a severity-based classification system to 
a control-based approach as reflected in the Global Initiative for Asthma (GINA) guidelines, with increasing focus on 
reducing patient reliance on relievers and encouraging regular use of controllers such as inhaled corticosteroids (ICS).7 

Control-based asthma management in Finland had led to a reduction in morbidity and healthcare and economic burden of 
asthma.11 In Canada, regular use of ICS was also found to be associated with a lower risk of asthma-related mortality12 

and hospitalisation.13

When it comes to managing asthma, COVID-19 is an important factor of consideration as COVID-19 in asthma 
patients may be associated with prolonged asthma symptoms and worsening asthma control.14,15 Also, we will be living 
in a COVID-19 era and experiencing recurrent COVID-19 outbreaks,16 and hence a clearer understanding of the impact 
of guideline-based asthma management in the presence of COVID-19 may better prepare us for a future in which 
COVID-19 is constantly present. Global literature has shown that the COVID-19 pandemic has caused disruptions to 
asthma care delivery, resulting in hindered access and adherence to drugs, interrupted contact with healthcare providers, 
and barriers to physical and mental health due to COVID-19 restrictions.17 Since its onset, a reduction in asthma-related 
urgent care has been observed globally in primary and tertiary care, such as in the US18 and the UK,19,20 and previous 
works attributed such reductions to reduced exposure to environmental exposure and respiratory virus.21 While improved 
asthma self-management has been observed during the COVID-19 pandemic22,23 and several studies had suggested the 
inverse effect of guideline-based asthma treatment on asthma-related health services use (HSU),24,25 to date, the extent of 
guideline-based asthma management and its impact on reducing asthma-related HSU during the COVID-19 pandemic 
has not been clearly established.

Using population-level electronic health records from one of the three healthcare clusters in Singapore, we aim to 
estimate the impact of guideline-based use of asthma medications on asthma-related HSU including total polyclinic 
visits, urgent polyclinic visits and ED visits, and compare such effects before and during COVID-19 outbreak.

Materials and Methods
Data Source
The National University Health System (NUHS) is one of the three regional health clusters in Singapore and caters 
mainly to communities in the western region of the city-state. NUHS data thus cover an estimated 1.5 million residents26 

which makes up one-third of Singapore’s resident population, including three public acute hospitals,27 three EDs and 
seven polyclinics (collectively known as National University Polyclinics or NUP) which provide primary care treatment 
for acute conditions and management of chronic illnesses. We accessed data from the electronic health records of NUHS. 
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Hospital-level data were available from April 1, 2017, to October 31, 2020, while polyclinic-level data were available 
from January 1, 2019, to October 31, 2020.

The hospital-level data include hospital-specific total ED attendances and asthma-related ED attendances measured 
per month in all three public acute hospitals under NUHS.

The clinic-level data include polyclinic-specific monthly information on the number of asthma visits (including both 
planned and unscheduled visits), the number of asthma visits with any nebuliser dispensation, the dispensation 
frequencies of preventers (eg, inhaled corticosteroids or ICS) as well as relievers (eg, short-acting beta-agonists or 
SABA) from six out of the seven total NUPs. However, as data on Queenstown Polyclinic is mostly missing, we 
excluded all observations made on this polyclinic from our analysis.

Study Sample and Variables
This was a longitudinal retrospective study of patients with asthma who ever visited an NUHS polyclinic or ED during 
the study period. We measured asthma-related HSU in two settings: ED and polyclinic, respectively, defined as an 
episode of visit to an ED or a polyclinic with asthma being the primary diagnosis (International Classification of Diseases 
(ICD) 9: 493 or ICD 10: J45-J46). Respectively, we used the hospital- and clinic-level data obtained to study patterns of 
asthma-related ED and polyclinic visits.

The primary outcomes of this study include asthma-related polyclinic visits, asthma-related urgent polyclinic visits 
(characterised by the dispensation of a nebuliser), and asthma-related ED visits, on a monthly basis. Asthma-related ED 
visits were tracked at the hospital level from April 2017 to October 2020, while overall and urgent asthma-related 
polyclinic visits were tracked at the clinic level from January 2019 to October 2020.

This study considered two exposure variables: COVID-19, and guideline-based asthma medication use. To measure 
the impact of COVID-19, we denoted the ordinal variable COVID-19 Stage, which represents the phase of COVID-19 
that Singapore underwent at a given time during the study period. To account for both the immediate and longer-term 
effects of COVID-19, observations were segmented into 3 COVID-19 stages based on two cut-off timepoints: 
January 2020 which marks the onset of COVID-19 in Singapore,28 and June 2020 which marks the end of the 8-week 
circuit breaker measures and the beginning of Singapore’s reopening,29 which signifies a change in the control level and 
length of COVID-19 in Singapore. As such, the variable COVID-19 Stage was assigned a value of 0 for observations 
made between April 2017 and December 2019, ie, pre-COVID observations, a value of 1 for observations made between 
January 2020 and May 2020, ie, Phase 1 observations, and a value of 2 for observations made between June 2020- 
October 2020, ie, Phase 2 observations.

To examine the impact of guideline-based asthma medication use, we derived the ratio of preventer to reliever 
dispensations (PRR) as an indicator for following GINA-recommended asthma treatment. Clinic-level PRR was 
calculated for each month throughout the study period by dividing the total number of preventer dispensations by total 
reliever dispensations, for each polyclinic. As hospital-level PRR component data were not available, aggregate monthly 
PRR across the polyclinics were used to explain outcomes in the ED setting.

Statistical Analysis
All statistical analyses were performed in R (version 4.1.1). We first described the current trends of asthma-related ED 
visits, polyclinic visits and urgent polyclinic visits, and PRR in NUHS during the study period. Next, we developed 
generalized linear models (GLM) with Poisson distribution and log link to estimate the impact of COVID-19 Stage and 
PRR on asthma-related ED visits and polyclinic visits between April 2017-October 2020 and January 2019-October 
2020, respectively. A separate GLM with a logit link and binomial family was used to estimate the impact of COVID-19 
and PRR on urgent asthma-related polyclinic visits. The unit of analysis was monthly episodes of HSU at hospital level 
or clinic level. The dependent variables were, respectively, the numbers of asthma-related ED visits and polyclinic visits 
and the proportion of asthma-related polyclinic visits which required nebuliser dispensation (indicating urgent polyclinic 
visits). The independent variables included COVID-19 Stage, PRR, and their first-order interaction. Generalized 
estimating equations were used to obtain inference by considering the clustering of time-series outcome data within 
a polyclinic or hospital.
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Finally, we estimated the marginal mean estimates of asthma-related ED visits, polyclinic visits and urgent polyclinic 
visits across different COVID-19 stages and PRR levels. Further, we derived the marginal effects of (1) COVID-19 on 
asthma-related polyclinic visits, urgent polyclinic visits and ED visits; (2) PRR on the change in expected asthma-related 
polyclinic visits, urgent polyclinic visits and ED visits; and (3) PRR on the expected asthma-related polyclinic visits, 
urgent polyclinic visits and ED visits under different stages of the COVID-19 pandemic. Here, the marginal effect is 
defined as the change in the expected outcome led by a change in the level of the exposure variable, keeping other 
covariates constant. Marginal effects carry causal interpretations assuming no unmeasured exposure-outcome 
confounding.30 We performed bootstrapping (10,000 iterations) for the joint distribution of the regression coefficients 
and for the marginal mean estimates and adjusted mean estimates to obtain robust standard errors.

Results
The NUHS health cluster serves approximately 1.5 million residents in Singapore, ie, a third of the resident population. 
Between Aril 2017 and October 2020, there was a total of 8170 asthma-related ED episodes incurred, corresponding to 
an average of 190 asthma-related ED episodes per month which accounts for 1.01% of the total ED visits. Meanwhile, 
there were a total of 31,326 asthma-related polyclinic visits between January 2019 and October 2020, corresponding to 
1424 asthma-related polyclinic visits per month. Supplementary Table 1 presents a summary of asthma-related polyclinic 
visits. In 2018, 12.94%, 7.46% and 0.86% of the polyclinic visits were associated with any risk, high risk and super high 
risk of asthma, as suggested by the need for any nebulisation, at least two nebulisations and at least six ventolin canister, 
respectively.

Figure 1 presents the trends of asthma-related ED visits, total and urgent polyclinic visits and PRR between January 2019- 
October 2020. While overall asthma-related polyclinic visits did not display a clear trend, the volume of severe asthma 
healthcare utilisation (ie, asthma-related urgent polyclinic visits and ED visits) more than halved during the COVID-19 
outbreak in Singapore. During the pre-pandemic period (January 2019-December 2019), we observed that the number of 
asthma-related urgent polyclinic visits and ED visits had, respectively, hovered above 150 and 200 episodes per month, but 
which consistently declined throughout Phase 1 by approximately 70% and remained low in Phase 2.

Figure 2 presents the trends of preventer and reliever dispensations and the PRR between January 2019-October 2020. 
A constant increase in PRR had been observed since January 2019, and this increase in PRR accelerated during the pandemic. 
Before the COVID-19 outbreak, PRR increased from 2.298 to 2.605 in 12 months. During Phase 1 of the pandemic, PRR 

Figure 1 Presents the trends of per-hospital asthma-related ED visits (the blue bars), per-clinic asthma-related non-urgent polyclinic visits (the grey bars), per-clinic asthma- 
related urgent polyclinic visits (the orange bars) and the PRR (the solid black line) between January 2019 and October 2020.
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increased from 2.61 to 2.95 in 5 months, and during Phase 2, the increase was even faster (from 2.95 to 3.62 in 5 months). In 
addition, the total number of reliever medication dispensations decreased significantly from 693 dispensations per month during 
the pre-COVID-19 period to 604 dispensations per month during the pandemic (Change = −12.77%, 95% CI: −18.55% 
to −5.74%).

Figure 3 shows the marginal mean estimates of total asthma-related polyclinic visits, urgent polyclinic visits and ED 
visits across different phases of the COVID-19 pandemic and PRR levels. Over the whole observation period, COVID-19 
had reduced total asthma-related polyclinic visits from 315 to 267 (corresponding to a 15.13% average reduction, 95% 
CI: −15.26% to −14.99%) episodes per month, urgent polyclinic visits from 35 to 15 (corresponding to a 57.61% average 
reduction, 95% CI: −57.87% to −57.351%) episodes per month, and ED visits from 76 to 40 (corresponding to a 41.09% 
average reduction, 95% CI: −41.31% to −40.87%) episode per month.

Figure 4 shows the marginal effects of RR on asthma-related health services use. An Increase of 0.5 units in PRR 5 
has led to a consistent reduction in asthma-related urgent polyclinic visits (7.57% average reduction, 95% CI: −7.68% to 
−7.47%) and ED visits (13.11% average reduction, 95% CI: −13.17% to −13.05%), but it barely affected the frequency of 
overall asthma-related polyclinic visits (0.38% average increase, 95% CI: 0.35% to 0.42%).

Although overall asthma-related polyclinic visits appeared to decrease throughout the COVID-19 outbreak (−15.13%, 
95% CI: −15.26% to −14.99%), the visit frequency was not notably affected by changes in PRR. For every 0.5 units 
increase in PRR, overall asthma-related polyclinic visits increased by 0.96% (95% CI: 0.92% to 0.99%) during pre- 
COVID times and decreased 0.73% (95% CI: -0.77% to - 0.69%) in the first 10 months of the pandemic.

On the other hand, the increase of PRR consistently reduced asthma-related ED visits and urgent polyclinic visits. 
These patterns were not affected by the outbreak of COVID-19. For every 0.5 units increase in PRR, asthma-related ED 
visits decreased by 12.94% (95% CI: −12.99% to −12.88%) and 16.95% (95% CI: −17.01% to −16.88%) before and 
during the pandemic, respectively, whereas asthma-related urgent polyclinic visits decreased by 6.77% (95% CI: -6.86% 
to -6.67%) and 9.34% (95% CI: −9.47% to −9.21%) before and during the pandemic, respectively.

Discussion
We obtained a presentable sample of data on patients who incurred any asthma-related polyclinic visit or ED visit in one 
of the three healthcare clusters in Singapore over the past five years. Supplementary Table 2 summarises the demographic 
characteristics of asthma patients by care setting based on findings from relevant studies. Of asthma patients presented at 

Figure 2 Presents the trends of per-clinic preventer and reliever dispensations (the dashed lines) and the PRR (the solid line) between January 2019 and October 2020.
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Figure 3 Presents the marginal mean estimates of overall asthma-related polyclinic visits (number of episodes per clinic per month), asthma-related urgent polyclinic visits 
(number of episodes per clinic per month), and asthma-related ED visits (number of episodes per hospital per month) across different COVID-19 stages and PRR levels.
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the ED, the mean age was an estimated 43 years and 49% were females.31 Of asthma patients presented at polyclinic 
settings, the mean age of patients is 48.3 and about 71.9% are females.32 Using the data obtained, we estimated the joint 
effects of PRR and COVID-19 on three HSU outcomes: total asthma-related ED visits per hospital per month, total 
asthma-related physician visits and urgent care visits per polyclinic per month. We observed a rapid increase in PRR 
since early 2019, and a sharp decline in asthma-related HSU since the onset of COVID-19. Importantly, our study 
showed that both before and during different phases of the COVID-19 pandemic, an increase in PRR consistently led to 
a significant reduction in asthma-related urgent and emergent care, whereas it barely influenced routine asthma follow-up 
visits. These findings provide critical real-world evidence supporting the effectiveness of guideline-based asthma 
management in helping individuals cope with asthma through primary care and self-care, particularly in a global 
pandemic during which healthcare resources are likely to be scarce.

Our findings regarding the lower volumes of asthma-related urgent care use during the COVID-19 pandemic are 
consistent with findings from studies conducted in other countries. Asthma-related ED visits in the US had declined by 
30.7% in 2020 compared to pre-pandemic times.18 In the UK, the national lockdown implemented as a COVID-19 safety 
measure was associated with a 36% pooled reduction in emergency admissions for asthma in Scotland and Wales.19 

Figure 4 Presents the marginal effects of the ratio of PRR on overall asthma-related polyclinic visits (number of episodes per clinic per month), asthma-related urgent 
polyclinic visits (number of episodes per clinic per month) and asthma-related ED visits (number of episodes per hospital per month) by COVID-19 Stage. For each panel, the 
black line with purple confidence band, the blue line with blue confidence band, and the yellow line with yellow confidence band each represent the adjusted mean estimates 
and the 95% confidence interval during Pre-COVID, Phase 1 and Phase 2 respectively.
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Urgent episodes of asthma-related primary care visits also decreased significantly in England by approximately 20 
episodes per 100 patients per year, comparing post-lockdown to pre-lockdown times.20

Between 2019 and 2020, a persistent increase in PRR was observed among asthma patients receiving primary care at 
polyclinics in Singapore, which further accelerated during the COVID-19 pandemic. This may be attributed to a change 
in GINA guideline in 2019, which emphasised the importance of switching to controllers even in STEP 1 GINA asthma 
management as compared to the prior recommendation of as-needed usage of relievers.8 In response to this change, 
physicians in Singapore began prescribing controllers to all asthma patients. The COVID-19 pandemic further expedited 
this shift, as physicians strived to minimise in-person clinic visits while ensuring patients had sufficient medications at 
home. As such, home delivery services for medications were rolled out. In addition, the accelerated increase in PRR 
observed during the COIVD-19 pandemic was accompanied by a significant decrease in reliever medication dispensa-
tions. A contributing factor to this change could be the reduction in asthma exacerbations, which have been observed 
globally during the COVID-19 pandemic,18 which in turn may be due to the reduction in respiratory viral infections led 
by COVID-19 measures.18

Previous studies have shown that increased adherence to ICS is associated with reduced asthma-related ED visits,33 

while high use of SABA is associated with an increased risk of exacerbations and asthma-related primary care 
consultations.34 Our current study further demonstrated that a combination of higher controller use and lower reliever 
use can reduce the frequency of asthma-related urgent and emergent care, with this effect persisting across different 
phases of the COVID-19 pandemic. This finding suggests that reinforcing guideline-based asthma management effec-
tively reduces the need for asthma urgent care, independent of external factors such as reduced social interaction and 
environmental exposure caused by COVID-19. With the support of guideline-based treatment, asthma patients can 
achieve better symptom control even during a global pandemic with restricted healthcare access, reducing the risk of 
functional impairment which potentially requires urgent care. Remote interventions can be used to deliver guideline- 
based asthma management and support self-management, which has been shown to be clinically effective.35

Healthier SG is a nationwide initiative in Singapore aimed at transforming the healthcare system by promoting 
preventive care and right-siting patients with certain chronic diseases, such as asthma, in primary care settings.36 Our 
results support the current focus in Singapore on improving asthma management in primary care and shifting it away 
from secondary care.37 This shift is especially relevant for the majority of asthma patients who have mild or moderate 
asthma, who can be effectively managed in primary care clinics. Specialist outpatient clinics can then focus on treating 
only the difficult-to-treat and severe asthma patients.

Our study has several key strengths. First, to the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to investigate the 
association between asthma management and reduced HSU during the COVID-19 pandemic. Second, the availability of 
linked data on asthma medication use and urgent care episodes in the NUHS data system allowed the joint assessment of 
PRR and asthma-related urgent HSU. Third, this study is population-based and covers 1.5 million residents in Singapore, 
accounting for one-third of the total resident population.

There are three main limitations in this study. First, without individual-level data, we were unable to adopt a quasi- 
experimental study design which involves propensity score matching or difference-in-difference approaches to establish 
causality between guideline-based asthma treatment and reduced asthma HSU. In our future study, we will analyse 
patient-level polyclinic and ED data to examine the impact of asthma management on the healthcare burden of asthma in 
Singapore. Second, our study outcomes were limited to urgent primary care and emergent care and did not include 
inpatient care or specialist outpatient care for asthma nor HSU for asthma-related comorbidities. Future study should 
holistically evaluate the impact of guideline-based asthma treatment on the HSU of asthma patients during the COVID- 
19 pandemic. Third, as the current dataset lacked severity categorization, we were unable to assess the impact of PRR on 
the HSU of patients with the most severe form of asthma who were exposed to high oral corticosteroid use.

Conclusions
Following the change in GINA recommendations to encourage the use of controllers in patients with mild asthma in 
2019, Singapore experienced a rapid and sustained increase in the ratio of asthma controller dispensations to relievers, 
which was accompanied by a significant decrease in reliever medication dispensations during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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We found that the increase in the ratio of preventer to reliever dispensations could be associated with a significant 
reduction in asthma-related urgent and emergent care, both before and during different phases of the COVID-19 
pandemic. Guideline-based asthma treatment can be delivered in primary care settings, which is crucial as Singapore 
is currently focused on transforming its healthcare landscape and shifting patients with (mild) asthma from secondary to 
primary care. Reinforcing guideline-based asthma management in primary care could lead to a more efficient healthcare 
paradigm. Future studies should project the impact of guideline-based asthma treatment on the future economic burden of 
asthma in Singapore under different PRR scenarios, to determine the optimal PRR levels and inform best practices for 
asthma management in Singapore.
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